Abstract. The traditional recurrence for the computation of exponential divided differences, along with a new method based on the properties of the exponential function, are studied in detail in this paper. Our results show that it is possible to combine these two methods to compute exponential divided differences accurately. A hybrid algorithm is presented for which our error bound grows quite slowly with the order of the divided difference.
Introduction. We need accurate divided differences for computing certain functions of matrices f(A) by means of the Newton interpolating polynomial (cf. Section where A* stand for the divided differences of/ on the eigenvalues of A. One can evaluate f(A) by computing first the divided differences and then accumulating the polynomial. The divided differences must be of high relative accuracy because they are the coefficients of products of matrices which, in some cases, have very large norms. What makes such accuracy possible is that the divided differences are not for arbitrary smooth functions / but for well-known analytic functions such as exp, sin and cos. Thus we can exploit their properties in the computation.
In this paper we restrict our attention to exponential divided differences. A new technique, namely argument reduction for matrix exponentials, makes it realistic to consider data sets with imaginary parts bounded by ir in magnitude. Based on this an algorithm is presented for which our error bound grows quite slowly with the order of the divided difference.
We begin by collecting together a considerable amount of information on divided differences and we hope that there will be other applications for accurate divided differences of well-known functions.
1. Basic Notation and Theorems. 1.1. Definition of Divided Difference. Following McCurdy [7] , we will use an uncommon but compact notation for divided difference. For completeness and simplicity we use the contour integral representation to define the divided differences. Our attention will be on the basic properties (1.2.1), (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) given in Subsection 1.2.
Let / be a holomorphic function defined inside and on a simple closed contour C enclosing the sequence Z = [f,, f2,...,£",...] of complex numbers. Z denotes the abscissae (or, for those who do not like Latin, data points or nodes, or even knots). We use Akf to denote the kth order divided difference of /on £¡, £I+1.£/+Jt. For any integer /' > 0, the kth order divided difference Akf on Z is defined (following Gel'fand) to be Thus our definition agrees with them when the function is holomorphic. In this paper/will be holomorphic.
Integral Representation.
Theorem (Hermite-Genocchi).
( Proof. See Gel'fand [5] .
Corollary.
(1.3-2) \A\f\^msx\f^k\t)\, where ñ ¿s the convex hull of$¡,.. .,$i+k.
Mean Value
Representation. For real abscissae, (1.3.1) implies that there exists some tj e ß such that (1.4.1) Akf=^fw(v).
One might hope to generalize this representation for complex abscissae by requiring ■q to he in the convex hull of the abscissae, but this will not suffice, as is easily seen by the following example: Example I. fx = 1, f2 = 2, /(f) = exp(2w/f ), (1.4.2) A\f = e4"' -e2%
2-1 -0*/«(n)
for any finite tj.
In the above example, if we require both abscissae to he in /' 's fundamental domain {£: Re(0 e [ ^, |) } (note that/(f + n) = /(f) for any integer n), then the best we can have is that there is some tj close to their convex hull for which (1.4.1) holds. The next example illustrates this property.
Example II. f, = t, £2 = -i» í is a small nonzero real number, ( Ar1/ AT2/ The symbol A/= A(Z)f, without the superscript and subscript, is used here to represent a matrix, not a scalar. Let Z" be the special n X n bidiagonal matrix associated with the ordered set Z ( 1.6. Our Objective. Given any Z = [£,, f2,.. . ,f"], can we compute A^expfor k = 0,l,...,n -1 with guaranteed high relative accuracy? Using the matrix representation, it is equivalent to ask "Can we compute the first row of Aexp, or exp(Z"), accurately?" The answer is affirmative if the abscissae are close to the real line.
In the next two sections, we discuss some basic and hybrid methods for computing A exp. In Section 4 we give the results of McCurdy [7] for real abscissae Z, which show that one can compute Aexp accurately in all circumstances. We turn to the complex case in Section 5 and show that in certain cases the problem is "difficult" (to be precise, certain sets Z give unexpectedly small values for A* exp, and we call them "difficult"). For difficult Z, we cannot expect high relative accuracy; the situation is like approximating zero by some nonzero number. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss the application of the divided differences to matrix exponentials. AkJtor i > 0, k > 0 and k + i < n. Four digits have been lost during the subtraction (which is performed exactly!). Notice that the loss does not depend on the number of digits carried by the function values. The first four digits of the function values agree, therefore four digits will be lost no matter how many digits are given. Since the higher order differences of exp behave like exp (because the derivative of exp is exp), we would expect A" exp to 2Parlett's Recurrence for computing f(Z") (Parlett [11] ) is identical to the standard iterative scheme for computing A/. The technique is based on the commutativity of Z" and/(Z"):
Basic Methods for
lose 4m digits if the data are as close together as in the example. Consequently, when only 12 or 16 decimals are available it is quite possible to lose them all for higher divided differences! If the tabular values are the only data then there is no simple escape from this loss of information. That is why divided differences have a bad name in practice. However, in a number of applications the functional form of / is known (e.g. exp) and can be exploited to obtain accurate values in this situation. This is the essential point of our paper.
We shall suppress the reference to exp or Z in the exponential divided differences when it can be done without ambiguity. Thus A*, Ak(Z) and A* exp may all mean A*(Z)exp.
2.2. Special Formula for The First Divided Difference. If the sine function for complex arguments is available and fully accurate then we have a reliable formula for the first divided difference. Let w = (f,+1 + f,)/2 and \p = (f,+1 -f,)/2, then ,, ef'+' -es> _ a e*-e~* _ a sinh(^) _ w sin(ñfr)
' fm-r, " + -(-*) e ' * i* '
If \p = 0, we set A1, = ef/.
Function FDD(x, v) (First Divided Difference). Given complex data x, y, FDD will return the value of A\([x, y]). Because of the special structure of Zn, there is an extremely elegant algorithm for the first row of the matrix A. Explanation is given in Appendix A of [8] . This approach does not apply when/is known only by its values on Z. Accuracy. TS method is fast and accurate only when all f, are close to zero. Let y -maxf eZ|f(.| and call it the "radius" of Z. Numerical examples show that when the radius is bigger than 2 or 3, TS may not be reliable. The situation is like computing e~y by its Taylor series, i.e., by 1 -y + y2/2! + • • •. In finite precision arithmetic, when y is large, e'y is small and the roundoff error from the intermediate term yk/k\ (which is large) could impair the accuracy of the series. If one wants the roundoff of the intermediate terms to have no serious effect one"T, say, confined to the last binary digit of e~y, then y must be small enough so that e~y>2~ • maxk(yk/k\), which implies y < In 2 ~ 0.7. It seems reasonable to require y < 0.7 if one wants TS to yield accurate answers.
Algorithm TS (Taylor Series
Criterion. Use TS when y is less than 0.7. This criterion will be used throughout our paper, for we need TS to yield accurate answers in the Scaling and Squaring method in Subsection 2.4. One may relax the constant 0.7 a little bit but we will stick to this value. Our examples (cf. Table 2 .3.3) show that the error grows rapidly with y and it becomes unbearable when y is bigger than 2 or 3.
Remark. The number of terms / needed in the series depends on the radius y and the machine precison e. In Appendix A of [8] we show that in the presence of roundoff it is sufficient to choose / such that Four Major Steps for SS:
Step 1. Determine6 tj and k so that Y" = (Z" -tj/)/2* has radius < O.7.7
Step 2. Compute F = exp(y") by Taylor series.
Step 3. (F<-F2) k times.
Step 4. Shift back F: F «-e" ■ F.
The squaring in Step 3 normally requires kn3/6 + «2/2 + n/3 operations (F is triangular) and a matrix storage for F; this is quite expensive when n is large.
5 Thus the number 8240 corresponding to n = 29 and 7 = 5.2 means that the maximum relative error in A(Z) is 8240e. 6 We usually use the arithmetic mean of the data as the shift. 7The number 0.7 comes from the criterion in Subsection 2.3. It is proved to be almost the best for SS in
McCurdy [7] when Z is real.
However, there is an alternative method which requires only kn2 + 0 (1) Before presenting the algorithms (in Subsection 2.4.4), we describe the backfilling technique and discuss a subtle modification of Steps 2 and 3. In general we cannot avoid using a 2-dimensional array to form F2 unless F has some special structure. f(U Algorithm SR shows that A/ can be generated from its diagonal elements. However, it is also true that A/can be generated from its first row by the formula (1. Table 2 .4.2.2). The last column of the table denotes the magnitude of the relative errors in the corresponding divided difference Ar*- 
Backfilling the Divided Difference

Modification of Step 2 and
Step 3. We may assume the data have been shifted to have mean 0. For 0 < /' < k, define the bidiagonal matrix Z¿° to be
Also let the diagonal matrix R be R 1 Our objective here is to replace every intermediate "F" in Steps 2 and 3 by exp(Z(n')), so that we can apply the backfilling technique and avoid the storage for a whole matrix.
Modified Step 2. Compute F0 = exp(Z(nk)) by TS.
Modified
Step 3. Compute F¡ = RF^R-1 for i = 1,2,... ,k.
Lemma. F¡ = exp(Z}lk~'))for0 </'<£, in particular, Fk = exp(Z^0)) = exp(Z").
Proof. Assume Ft = exp(Z^_/)) for some / > 0, then
From the definition, it may be verified that Zj¡j) = 2RZJ,J+1)R~1 tor j > 0. Hence, Fl+1 = exp(Z^"/_1)). The lemma holds when / = 0. By induction, we have Fi = expiZj*-0) for i > 0. D Since every intermediate "F" is of form exp(Z^l)), each of them is a divided difference table (with different scaled abscissae). By the previous section, F can be generated from its first row. Hence it is possible to do the squaring (for the first row) without keeping the whole matrix. 2) for the first divided difference is available, one can improve the accuracy of SS by using FDD whenever the first divided difference is wanted.
(2) SS6 is necessary for the Simple Hybrid Algorithm in the next section, ortherwise it is not needed.
The backfilling step may not always be reliable: when Z has a large variation in its imaginary parts it is likely that formula (2.4.2.1) will magnify inherited errors. In that case straightforward squaring is needed. Here is the algorithm. Since f, and f2 are close together (also f3 and f4), SS is right for them and we use SS to compute I and II. Then we use SR to fill up III.
In order to compare this mixed approach with SS and SR, we ran these three algorithms in 24-binary digit ( ~ 7 decimal) arithmetic. The results are summarized in the following (-194043e -03 .207219e -09) (-194043d -03 .204162d -09) 6/i, 4 exp 196ji, 10 exp 26(i, 10 exp
The following should be noticed:
(1) SR gives poor results on A2 and A\.
(2) The answers of SS are not bad. This shows that SS can indeed accept moderately spread data, but the price is high.
(3) The mixed method gives the most accurate answer. This clustering should satisfy (1) within each diagonal block of Z" the data are close enough together so that SS may be used for the corresponding block in A, (2) data belonging to different blocks should be sufficiently separated so that SR can be used to fill up the rest of A.
This mixed approach, which we call the simple hybrid method (SH), demands a suitable ordering on the data Z. Such an ordering brings together all close abscissae and we may call it a nested ordering (to be defined precisely in Subsection 3.3). Under a nested ordering, the radius10 of each [?¿, £/+i,...,£(+fc] is close to the distance between the endpoints. In other words, if f, and £i+k are close together, then all f;, Hi+!,...,£,+k are close together. In that case, we can group the abscissae as follows. The data f,, £m,...,Si+k will be in the same cluster if |f/+ft -fj is less than some value g. This g depends on k (the number of points in the data set) only and we will discuss the value of g = gk for each k in Subsection 4.4. For the time being, assume gk is given; we are ready to describe the simple hybrid method.
Method SH.
[1] Determine the clustering. [2] Compute the clustered block (shaded area of Figure 3 .2.1) by SS. Notice that we only need SS to return the first row and the last column of each block.
[3] Fill up the rest to the first row by SR.
10The radius of Z is defined to be 7(Z) = maxlslJ."|f, -r\\ where i) = (£i Í¡)/n.
In practice, [1] , [2] , and [3] are always combined for each cluster. Here is an implementation. 1,2,3 ,... ,2«] and gj = « for any /, then there will be exactly n clusters and each cluster has n data points, which means n ■ 0(n2) = 0(n3) operations are needed (cf. Figure 3.2. 2). Such a situation is very unlikely to happen for a realistic set of gk, k = 1,2,_For our decision constants (which will be discussed later), the operator count is usually 0(«2). Storage requirements will be the same as SS.
Algorithm SH (Simple Hybrid Algorithm
3.3. Ordering Problem. When Z is not nested, one may not be able to group the data to have properties (1) and (2) in Subsection 3.2. In that case, a much more sophisticated combination of SS and SR, a recursive hybrid method, may be needed. Let us consider a different example Z = [-50,50,50, -50]. Since the first and the last elements are equal, we cannot use SR for A\ and hence the whole of Z should be treated as one block. But then SS is not that suitable because the radius of Z is large. However, instead of the whole Z, we consider the subset [-50,50,50] (which can be grouped into two clusters) and obtain the first three divided differences A0,, A1,, A2,. As for the last one, we make use of the fact that it does not depend on the ordering of Z, and thus compute A3, by considering the reordered data set [-50, -50,50,50].
Notice that both [-50,50 ,50] and [-50, -50,50,50] can be clustered for SH.
The disadvantage of the above method is that in some sense the first three divided differences have been computed twice. Had we known in advance that the reordering would be necessary, we could have avoided the repetition; for in our application the abscissae f, can be arranged in any order to give a Z but then it is A(Z) which must be computed. It thus raises the question:
Does there exist a nested ordering for any given Z? The answer is yes when Z is real (the natural increasing ordering) but not always in general, e.g., consider data that form a circle in the complex plane.
Data that form a circle in the complex plane cannot be nested.
Before we discuss the details of the recursive hybrid methods, we mention the decision function G and the decision constants gk, k = 1,2,_Given any abscissae W with k points, G(W) yields a pair of points («,, Uj), «,, Uj e W such that \o¡( -Uj\ is an approximation of the radius of W. As in Subsection 3.2, the decision whether we should apply SS on the whole of W becomes the test |w, -w.| < gk, where gk depends on k. Examples for G(W) = (u^, «"), u^, w" e Ware -W/|, A = (<o, e W: Re(w,) = maxyRe(w/)}. We will discuss G in Sections 4 and 5. Now assume that G is given and use it to define a nested ordering: We leave the details of the proof that RH does return the highest divided difference to the reader. Notice that when Z is nested, G([f,,...,f,+J) = (Çi+k, f¿) and the above decision (step [3] ) means that A\[$¡,... ,Sk+i\ should be computed by SS if \Çi+lc -f,| < gk, which is exactly what SH did. Thus RH reduces to SH if the abscissae are nested. D Since the operation count of RH could be enormous, like 0(2"), one would hope to find a nested ordering for the f/s to determine Z and then apply SH on it. A practical modification is to attempt to nest the abscissae (according to G) before steps [2] and [3] . If it can be done, then SH can be applied to the rearranged Z (recall that the divided difference does not depend on the ordering of the data). Later on we will see that the abscissae can always be taken close to real (cf. Subsection 5.3) and consequently ordering according to the real part gives an almost nested ordering, see Subsection 5.4.
Our purpose in introducing RH is to show that, in principle, A*(Z)exp can be computed accurately using fixed precision arithmetic.
4. Real Exponential Divided Differences. Exponential divided differences for real abscissae are positive and increasing functions of their abscissae. These properties permit derivation of bounds on the error growth in SR (Standard Recurrence) and SS (Scaling and Squaring). For future use, we consider the more general function expT with scaling parameter t, that is expT(£) = eTf. For simplicity, we write exp<">U) = ^(expT)U).
In the rest of this section, we consider exclusively divided differences on real abscissae X = [£,, £2,...,£"], even if some of the properties hold for general complex abscissae. In finite arithmetic, the execution of SR may introduce some roundoff error to A*. An error analysis in Appendix B of [8] shows that only a small modification of (4.2.1) is needed to incorporate the effects of roundoff into the propagation of uncertainty.
Error Growth of One Step ofSR. Provided that ef _1 and ef'1 are small,12 we have where |£| denotes the matrix all of whose elements are the absolute values of the elements of E and our notation A < B means that ai, ■ < b¡ , for every /' and/.
A detailed error analysis of Algorithm SS(II) is presented in Appendix B of [8] . As a direct corollary of Eq. (B.6) in [8] , we have the following bound:
Scaling and Squaring Error Bounds. Given real abscissae X in increasing order, denote the relative error of A/¡(X) by e{ as in the previous section, and recall y = max,|£( -tj| where tj is the arithmetic mean of £,. For convenience set y' -max(y, 0.7). We have 4.4. Decision Criteria for the Hybrid Methods. Using the bounds in the previous section we demonstrate that one can determine G and gi so that the recursive function RH (for the highest divided difference) always yields a result with bounded error. For convenience, we write X(n) = X to indicate that X has « abscissae. The function RH(Z(n)) is:
(l)RH(Z<1)) = exp(¿1).
(2) Compute G(X(n)) = (£", £"), where ^ = max,£, and ¿" = min,£,, Theorem. For a given precision e, there exist some constants gj and e<7\ where j = 1,2,... such that for any « and X(-") the relative error fl(RH(X(n))) -ArH*00) < e*""1'.
ArV5)
// can be shown that e(,:) = 0(k2) ■ e as k -> oo (see Remark 1).
Proof.
Step 0. When « = 1, A°X(X) = RH(JT) = exp(|,). Therefore e<0) can be set equal to e (we assume function exp can be evaluated accurately, i.e., |e°| < e).
Step 1 Step 2. Assume that for 1 < n the assertion is true, i.e., e""1 in RH(Ar<n)) is bounded by some constant e*""1» for any X= X(n). Consider X = X(n + 1\ Let 0 denote ||" -£"|, where G(*(n+1)) = Up, Q. To compute RR(X), SR, or Eq. By induction, our assertion is true for all n. □ One can generate those gj, e<7) recursively by equating the bounds in (4.4.5) and (4.4.6) and solve it for/ = 1,2,... with the initial value e<0) = e: For e = 2"24, we compute some of the g. and e0) according to (4.4.7) and hst them in 
<4A8) AV(X<»)
where the values ofgjfor RH and the values of(e<-i)/e) are given in Table ( 6.12 Remark 1. The asymptotic value of g, is i2 + O(i), as can be seen from the equation ew = C2gk ■ e and C2gk + X = (1 + 2k/gk+x) ■ C2gk obtained by omitting the lower order terms in (4.4.7). One can verify by induction that k2 -3k < gk < k2 and consequently the error bound e(k) = (C2k2 + 0(k))e. Remark 2. Although the error bounds in Table ( 4.4.8) are not ridiculous, they are quite pessimistic. Also, the value of gj in the above table is too large to be useful. For example, when « = 20, g20 = 345.4 and it means that A2!0 is computed by (A1! -A\9)/(£21 -£,) only if |21 -£L > 345.4! Experience shows that as long as ¿n +, -ix > 25 or 26, SR always yields satisfactory answers. Since SR is much faster than SS, one prefers SR to SS whenever SR yields satisfactory results. So we would like a set of values for g and e(y) which is more realistic. After numerous numerical experiments we obtained the following experimental formula for gy and eU) (for any precision e).
Experimental Formula.
(4.4.9) gJm(1 + lé)'j' £(;) = 5Ve-
The practical value for gj is much smaller than the one in Table ( Table ( 4.4.10).
The last column "digit lost" is log10 (relative error). It is most satisfactory. 5. Complex Exponential Divided Differences. 5.1. Can we Have High Relative Accuracy"! As we have seen in Section 4, the real exponential divided differences can be computed with high relative accuracy. What makes it possible is that A*-(A") =• Akj(X)expi& positive for real X. This property fails for complex data Z, for A*(Z) can take on any complex value. However, one can still say something about the error in A*-(Z). In order to do that some extra notation is needed. Let X and Y be the real and imaginary part of Z, i. Proof. See Appendix B (Corollary (B.6)) of [8] . D
The above bounds for complex abscissae Z are similar to those for the real ones in Section 4, except that the meaning of the error ef is different: here ef is the error in A*-(Z) relative to Ak(X). The same analysis as in Subsection 4.4 shows that the hybrid methods yield small ef like 0(*2)e, i.e., yields A*-(Z) with small absolute error compared to Ak(X), provided that the decision function G satisfies: Table ( 4.4.8).
Remark. In the implementation of the hybrid methods, one can avoid using RH in the real case because one can always order the data so as to be nested. In the complex case there may not exist such an ordering and RH seems unavoidable in order to secure good relative accuracy in the most general case (e.g., 500 points on a circle of radius 500 in the complex plane). However, in Subsection 5.3 we will show how to salvage SH when the data are complex. 5.3. Ordering and Matrix Argument Reduction. A nested ordering may not exist for general complex data Z. However, if the imaginary parts of the data are bounded by 77, then one can order the data according to their real parts and get an almost nested ordering. In this section, which is based on the period 2 777 of exp, we indicate briefly a way to transform the data to values that have bounded imaginary parts. We refer the reader to Ng [9] for details. It is not difficult to prove that exp(A) = exp(Mod(^4)) according to (1), (2), and (3). Thus Mod generalizes argument reduction to matrices and yields a matrix that has eigenvalues with bounded imaginary parts.
As we have mentioned in the introduction, the application behind the computation of A*-exp is matrix exponentials. If one applies the matrix argument reduction before computing the exponential, then all the eigenvalues of the matrix would have bounded imaginary parts, thus solving the ordering problem in the computation of the divided differences. Remark 1. There is another way to reduce the imaginary parts of the data: since A exp = exp(Z"), we may apply argument reduction directly on Zn and compute exp(Mod(Z")). However, the bidiagonal structure of Zn will be destroyed by the reduction and therefore some modifications of the algorithm TS are needed. The work for the whole compuatation increases significantly.
Remark 2. For the computation of Mod(A), there is a stable method which avoids using the Jordan decomposition of a matrix. When A is triangular the work needed is approximately «3/3 operations which is quite practical. An algorithm for argument reduction can be found in Ng [9] . 5.4. Conclusion: SH for Data With Restricted Imaginary Parts. Although RH gives the divided differences with guaranteed accuracy, it is impractical to implement it unless the order of the divided differences is very small like 3 or 4, because the number of operations grows like 2". Subsection 5.3 shows that (assuming one has the matrix function Mod(A)) one can consider matrices with eigenvalues close to the real line, so there is no loss of generality in considering Z with imaginary parts bounded by 77. There are two advantages to small imaginary parts. The first is that we can order the abscissae according to their real parts and obtain an almost nested ordering (according to the G defined in Subsection 5.1). Thus one can apply SH (Simple Hybrid method) instead of RH (Recursive Hybrid function). The second is that the backfilling step in SS is stable, which implies that one can replace SS(II) by SS with very slight sacrifice in accuracy. But the trade-off is significant, since SS takes 0(n2) operations and requires only a few vectors for storage while SS(II) take 0(n3) and requires a matrix storage. We conclude this section by proposing the following. 6. Application to Computing Matrix Exponentials. 6.1. Repesentation off(A) by the Newton Interpolating Polynomial. Let Abe n X n and let / be any scalar function with at least « continuous derivatives at the eigenvalues ?!,...,£" of A. Associated with / is the unique polynomial of degree « -1 which interpolates / at the £,-. A convenient representation of this polynomial was given by Newton, A-i(o-/(fi) + zW-n(í-fy).
Here A^./denotes the kth order divided difference of /at the abscissae fx,.. .,$k+1. A fundamental result in matrix theory is that (6.1.1) f(A)-pn_l(A).
14For such Z and G, one can show that 2(C7(Z) + it) > y(Z).
